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LME Steel Rebar will begin trading on the London Metal Exchange (LME) on 
23 November 2015*. The new contract will, at expiry, be cash-settled to the Platts Rebar 
FOB Turkey Index. As established at the globally relevant export hub of Turkey, LME 
Steel Rebar provides an effective instrument for the global steel and construction 
industry to manage risk in an increasingly uncertain environment. For the financial 
community, LME Steel Rebar offers unique exposure to trends in global construction. 

Background to rebar: the most 
commoditised steel product 
Rebar (short for concrete reinforcing bar) is used 
to strengthen concrete in construction and sits in 
the broader category of long rolled steel 
products. Combined with LME Steel Scrap, 
which will launch in tandem with LME Steel 
Rebar, the LME will cover the supply chain of 
long products from initial inputs (scrap) through 
intermediate stages (billet) to final products 
(rebar). 

Rebar is the most standardised and 
commoditised of the steel products. While 
varying grades of dexterity, strength and 
diameters do exist, research and development is 
a fairly minimal industry component compared to 
flat steel. So whereas higher performance bars 
can sell for a premium, all rebar prices broadly 
move in step, and price is the main competitive 
factor when contractors choose where to source 
their material. The specific Platts FOB Turkey 
settlement price refers to a range of 16-20mm  

in diameter, at a European grade standard 
(B500C). This is an internationally recognized 
standard of quality construction grade material, 
and amid a 20 million tonne total rebar export 
market1, can be shown to be suitably correlated 
to rebar prices globally.  

Rebar forms the initial frame at a construction site before concrete is poured 
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Scrap 
Approx. 25% of global steel 
production is by electric arc 
furnace (EAF) using mostly 
scrap as a raw material 

INPUT

Billet
Contract available on the LME 
since 2008 

SEMI-FINISHED

Rebar
The most commoditised steel 
product. Used in construction to 
reinforce concrete 

OUTPUT

* Product launch is subject to regulatory approval 1
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Cash settlement 
The LME Steel Rebar and LME Steel Scrap 
contracts are cash settled. At contract expiry any 
outstanding LME Steel Rebar positions will be 
settled according to the monthly average of the 
Platts assessed index of FOB Turkish Rebar. 
The Platts benchmark price has been carefully 
chosen for its existing acceptance across the 
steel industry and comprehensive methodology, 
taking account of IOSCO standards. 

Cash settlement is new to the LME but is 
commonplace in most commodity markets. The 
LME remains committed to price discovery by 
physical settlement in its base metals suite, 
however the physical delivery of steel is 
challenging for various reasons: 

 Steel rusts and deteriorates over time
 Storage and transportation costs are very

high relative to the value of the metal
 Rebar is mostly sourced direct from the

producers

With guidance from industry, the LME believes it 
is logical to maintain a physically delivered billet 
contract to ensure price convergence, and to act 
as the core of a suite of products that can then 
be cash-settled, with the market able to trade 
spreads back to the billet contract. In this way, 
the LME aims to deliver the optimal balance 
between physically settled and cash-settled 
contracts. 

Until final settlement, daily settlement prices - 
used for margining - will be independent of the 
published Platts index price. Daily settlement 
prices for LME Steel Rebar and LME Steel 
Scrap will be calculated based on a Volume 
Weighted Average Price (VWAP) methodology 
applied to transactions on LMEselect between 
16:25 and 16:30 London time. 

 

Turkey: a global price reference for rebar 
Turkey is uniquely positioned to provide a 
reference price for rebar that is relevant for 
global markets. Turkey is a major steel producer 
(the eighth largest in 2014) and was the largest 
exporter of rebar globally last year, exporting 
over 7.5 million tonnes. Its top ten importing 
partners are globally diversified across the USA, 
North Africa, Middle East, Europe and South 
America2. 

On top of its own surging domestic consumption, 
Turkish rebar made up 35% of the international 
import/export market in 2014. To the extent, 
then, that any country imports or exports rebar, 
its producers naturally compete with Turkish 
products on the international level. As detailed in 
the analysis below this international relationship 
has rendered a high correlation between the 
Turkish FOB price and rebar prices globally.  
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NB: Comparison excludes China whose rebar exports are reported 
with billet and wire rod. See page 5 for China-specific analysis. 

Rebar exports by country 2014 

Commodity contracts by type of settlement 
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Europe 
The interaction between the European and 
Turkish rebar market is varied. The UK, in 
particular, is a top-ten importer of Turkish rebar, 
whereas Germany, Italy, Spain and Portugal are 
major exporters to the global markets and 
compete directly with the Turkish mills. With 
Turkey’s geographical proximity it is unsurprising 
to see such a strong correlation between Turkish 
and European rebar prices. 

 

Rebar prices are assessed for both the northern 
and southern European regions. Most 
production is consumed locally although 2015 
has seen sizeable shipments to Canada and 
Israel. Southern Europe, in particular Spain and 
Italy, exports rebar mostly to Algeria, where a 
rebate can be earned. Domestic prices for both 
north and south regions show historically strong 
correlations to the Turkish export price.  

 

 

 

Middle East 
The Middle East is the largest importing region 
of rebar and six of the top ten importers of 
Turkish rebar over H1 2015 were in the Middle 
East and North Africa. This region is 
experiencing a major construction boom. 
According to EC Harris3, almost 120 major 
$10bn+ projects, totalling over $1 trillion, are 
scheduled in the Middle East by 2030.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Turkish rebar is well placed to reflect this 
demand, having had a near perfect correlation 
with import prices into the Gulf and explaining 
almost 80% of all domestic price moves through 
2008 to the first half of 2015. 
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Gulf Middle East Import Rebar ($/mt) 

R² = 0.81 
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TSI Northern Europe (Ex-Works) ($/mt) 

R² = 0.86 
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TSI Southern Europe (Ex-Works) ($/mt) 

Rebar, Turkey FOB v Southern Europe Ex-Works 
(Weekly, Jan 2007 - Mar 2015) 

Rebar, Turkey FOB v Northern Europe Ex-Works 
(Weekly, Jan 2007 - Jul 2015) 

Rebar, Turkey FOB v CFR Gulf 
(Monthly, Feb 2007 - Jun 2015) 

Rebar, Turkey FOB v Middle East Domestic 
(Monthly, Jun 2008 - Jun 2015) 
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Middle East Domestic Ex-Works Rebar ($/mt) 
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CEE/CIS 

Turkey stands connected to the CEE/CIS 
regions by both land and the Black Sea. The 
historic correlation between FOB Turkey and 
Black sea has crucially been very high . Ukraine 
was the second largest exporter of rebar globally 
in 2014, and Romania is a top 10 importer of 
Turkish rebar. 

USA 

The United States spent just under $1 trillion on 
construction in 20144, and is the largest importer 
of Turkish rebar on top of its own domestic 
production. The Concrete Steel Reinforcing 
Institute expects the US to consume 7.9 million 
tonnes of domestic and imported rebar in 2015, 
an 8% increase on 2014.  

 

 

 

 

 

Trade flows have resulted in a strong correlation 
between Turkish FOB and US import prices all 
the way back to 2006. Domestic US producers 
do however sell for a premium which can 
fluctuate, especially on the addition of new 
import duties. Correlations are still reasonable 
however and explained 80% of price movements 
before 2014 when new duties were imposed. 
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Black Sea FOB Rebar ($/mt) 
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US Domestic rebar producers have 
recently been selling rebar at higher 
prices than imports, supported by the 
imposition of import duties on rebar 
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US Rebar Import CIF Houston ($/mt) 

US trade flows for rebar 

Rebar, Turkey FOB v US Import 
(Daily, Jan 2007 - Jul 2015) 

Rebar, Turkey FOB v US Import v NAm domestic (Jan 2006 - Jul 2015) 

Rebar, Turkey FOB v Black Sea FOB 
(Monthly, Feb 2007 - Jul 2015) 
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China and East Asia 
The World Bank has identified a need for $8 
trillion to be spent on infrastructure in developing 
Asia by 20205. Currently China is by far both the 
largest consumer and producer of rebar globally. 
As of July 2015, a pipeline exists of 6.5 billion 
square metres of floor space under construction, 
and 817 million square metres in the newly 
started phase. To meet these huge 
infrastructure demands China produced 21 
million tonnes in of rebar in 2014, around the 
same as the total of what was internationally 
traded. The One Belt One Road, infrastructure 
project to connect China and Asia by road, rail 
and port to as far as Western Europe may well 
see Chinese rebar being consumed increasingly 
across developing Asia. 

 

 

 

 

 

China was historically both a minimal importer 
and exporter of steel products but a state of 
overcapacity has altered this dynamic.Through 
H1 2015 total  exports steel products were up 
nearly 30% on last year and rose 50% to nearly 
94 million tonnes in 2014. Steel exports within 
the rebar, wire rod and especially billet category 
(the precursor product to rebar), more than 
doubled to 31 million tonnes6 in 2014 and 
already stood at 18.6 million in H1 2015. 
Although a source of complaint for many Turkish 
mills, the seaborne competition has continued to 
result in high correlations between Turkish FOB 

rebar and the Chinese FOB price.  
For the broader East Asia region, the correlation 
with import prices is almost as high as Turkey 
FOB is to Europe. 

 

 

 

 

 

India 
With 1.3 billion inhabitants and a comparatively 
low urbanisation rate, India could be key for 
future commodity demand. The UN predicts five 
billion people will live in cities globally compared 
to only 3.4 billion now and India’s low 34% 
urban population (compared with 54% in China, 
81% in the US) is set to see the country play 
centre stage in such a migration.The Indian 
rebar price is not formally assessed but the 
correlation between Turkish rebar and Indian 
billet is encouraging. The impact of import 
restrictions and duties will be key to watch for 
future trade flows. 
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Indian Domestic Billet Price Ex-Works ($/mt) 
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China FOB Rebar($/mt) 
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East Asia Import CFR ($/mt) 

Rebar, Turkey FOB v East Asia CFR 
(Weekly, Jan 2007 - July 2015) 

Rebar, Turkey FOB vs China FOB 
(Weekly, Jan 2007 - July 2015) 

Rebar, Turkey FOB v India Ex-works Billet 
(Weekly, Jan 2010 - July 2015) 
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Contact us 
For more information on the new LME Steel Rebar and LME Steel Scrap contracts and the incentives 
available for market makers and liquidity providers, get in touch with the LME Ferrous team by email at 
ferrous@lme.com or visit our website at www.lme.com/ferrous  

Accessing the LME  
The only organisations able to trade contracts on the LME are its member firms. However, you do not 
have to be an LME member to trade on the LME. Clients who have successfully opened an account with 
an LME member are able to trade with and through them to access the market.  
Find the full list of LME members at www.lme.com/trading/membership 

Contract specification LME Steel Rebar 

Contract names and 
codes LME Steel Rebar SR 

Contract type Futures 

Delivery type Cash settled 

Lot size 10 metric tonnes 

Contract period Monthly out to 15 months 

Price quotation US dollars per metric tonne 

Clearable currencies US dollars 

Minimum price 
fluctuation (tick size) per 
metric tonne 

Venue Outright Carries 
LMEselect $0.50 $0.01 
Inter-office $0.01 $0.01 

Termination of trading Last business day of the contract month until 16:30 London time 

Daily settlement 
procedure 

LME Market Operations will calculate daily settlement values based on its 
published procedure 

Final settlement 
procedure 

Final settlement, following termination of the trading for a contract month, will be 
based on the Monthly Average Price Index of the “Platts Rebar, Turkish Exports, 
FOB Turkey Port” Index, which is available from 16:30 on the last trading day 

Trading venues LMEselect and Inter-office telephone 

Trading hours LMEselect 01:00-19:00 London time 
Inter-office 24 hours a day 

Margining Realised variation margins applied 
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© The London Metal Exchange (the “LME”), 2015. The London Metal Exchange logo is a registered trademark of The London Metal Exchange. 

All rights reserved. All information contained within this document (the “Information”) is provided for reference purposes only.  While the LME 
endeavours to ensure the accuracy, reliability and completeness of the Information, neither the LME, nor any of its affiliates makes any warranty 
or representation, express or implied, or accepts any responsibility or liability for, the accuracy, completeness, reliability or suitability of the 
Information for any particular purpose. The LME accepts no liability whatsoever to any person for any loss or damage arising from any 
inaccuracy or omission in the Information or from any consequence, decision, action or non-action based on or in reliance upon the Information.  
All proposed products described in this document are subject to contract, which may or may not be entered into, and regulatory approval, which 
may or may not be given. Some proposals may also be subject to consultation and therefore may or may not be implemented or may be 
implemented in a modified form. Following the conclusion of a consultation, regulatory approval may or may not be given to any proposal put 
forward.  The terms of these proposed products, should they be launched, may differ from the terms described in this document.  
Distribution, redistribution, reproduction, modification or transmission of the Information in whole or in part, in any form or by any means are 
strictly prohibited without the prior written permission of the LME.   

The Information does not, and is not intended to, constitute investment advice, commentary or a recommendation to make any investment 
decision.  The LME is not acting for any person to whom it has provided the Information.  Persons receiving the Information are not clients of the 
LME and accordingly the LME is not responsible for providing any such persons with regulatory or other protections.  All persons in receipt of 
the Information should obtain independent investment, legal, tax and other relevant advice before making any decisions based on the 
Information. 

LME contracts may only be offered or sold to United States foreign futures and options customers by firms registered with the Commodity 
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), or firms who are permitted to solicit and accept money from US futures and options customers for trading 
on the LME pursuant to CFTC rule 30.10. 

The "Platts Rebar, FOB Turkey Port Index“ and "TSI Turkish Imports HMS #1&2 80:20, CFR Iskenderun Port  Index“  are products of PLATTS a 
division of McGraw Hill Financial, Inc. (“MHFI”), and are licensed for use by the London Metal Exchange.  PLATTS and TSI are trademarks of 
MHFI and have been licensed for use by the London Metal Exchange. London Metal Exchange is a trademark of The London Metal Exchange.  
LME Steel Rebar and LME Steel Scrap are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by PLATTS, MHFI or their affiliates, and PLATTS, MHFI 
and their affiliates make no representation regarding LME Steel Rebar or LME Steel Scrap, nor do they have any liability for any errors or 
omissions in, or interruptions of, the Platts Rebar, FOB Turkey Port Index, the TSI Turkish Imports HMS #1&2 80:20, CFR Iskenderun Port 
Index, or the LME Steel Rebar or LME Steel Scrap contracts. 

Platts, its affiliates and licensors do not guarantee the adequacy, accuracy, timeliness or completeness of the Platts index or any data included 
therein or any communications, including but not limited to, oral or written communications (including electronic communications) with respect 
thereto.  Platts, its affiliates and licensors shall not be subject to any damages or liability for any errors, omissions or delays therein. Platts, its 
affiliates and licensors make no express or implied warranties, and expressly disclaim all warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular 
purpose or use or as to results to be obtained by the exchange, clients or users of the exchange contract, or any other person or entity from the 
use of the platts index or exchange contract or with respect to the platts marks, the platts index or any data included therein. Without limiting any 
of the foregoing, in no event whatsoever shall platts, its affiliates and/or its third party licensors be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, 
punitive or consequential damages, including but not limited to, loss of profits, trading losses, lost time or goodwill, even if they have been 
advised of the possibility of such damages, whether in contract, tort, strict liability or otherwise. 

1 Sum of ISSB recorded rebar exports in 2014 was 21 million tonnes  
2 Source: Turkish Steel Exporters Association 
3 EC Harris Middle East major construction program, mitigating the delivery risk 
4 US Census Bureau 
5 The Economist, 11 November 2014 “Why China is creating a new ‘World Bank’ for Asia’ 
6 Beijing UC Steel, Rebar and wire Rod China exports, Bloomberg ticker: CNXMABQT Index 

All correlation analysis, with the exception of Indian Billet refers to price assements by Platts/TSI. Indian domestic billet prices 
are sourced from Metal Bulletin. R squared analysis is shown based on end of period prices and to 2 decimal places 
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